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Abstract. Decision is an element in the risk management
process. In this paper the way how science can help in decision making and implementation for retrofitting buildings
in earthquake prone urban areas is investigated. In such interventions actors from various spheres are involved. Their
interests range among minimising the intervention for maximal preservation or increasing it for seismic safety. Research
was conducted to see how to facilitate collaboration between
these actors. A particular attention was given to the role of
time in actors’ preferences. For this reason, on decision level,
both the processural and the personal dimension of risk management, the later seen as a task, were considered. A systematic approach was employed to determine the functional
structure of a participative decision model. Three layers on
which actors implied in this multi-criteria decision problem
interact were identified: town, building and element. Socalled ‘retrofit elements’ are characteristic bearers in the architectural survey, engineering simulations, costs estimation
and define the realms perceived by the inhabitants. This way
they represent an interaction basis for the interest groups considered in a deeper study. Such orientation means for actors’
interaction were designed on other levels of intervention as
well. Finally, an ‘experiment’ for the implementation of the
decision model is presented: a strategic plan for an urban
intervention towards reduction of earthquake hazard impact
through retrofitting. A systematic approach proves thus to be
a very good communication basis among the participants in
the seismic risk management process. Nevertheless, it can
only be applied in later phases (decision, implementation,
control) only, since it serves verifying and improving solution and not developing the concept. The ‘retrofit elements’
are a typical example of the detailing degree reached in the
retrofit design plans in these phases.
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1

Introduction

Risk management is a process including all or some steps
like identification, assessment, mitigation, monitoring, review and communication of risks resulting from a certain
hazard on a site or an activity. It involves making and implementing decisions to minimise the adverse effects from hazards impact. Between risk assessment and mitigation spans
the field of risk exposure analysis and evaluation of risk
‘treatment’ strategies. The prioritisation process in risk management also relies to an important extent on the communication between the actors assessing risk and setting priorities,
as better communication enables the development of more
efficient strategies to manage the risk through more appropriate decisions.
In case of preventive risk management the amount of action towards damage reduction depends on the availability
and usability of information at a given time. GIS systems,
various knowledge bases in the internet and expert systems,
to name a few, are important to cover information needs of
both experts and laics. Experts can be natural and social
scientists, engineers and planners in the pre-disaster phase
and emergency managers post-disaster. Laics can be passive
public in pre-disaster phase and affected people post-disaster.
Such visualisation means enable them to communicate using
a common base and are also useful to communicate figures
to decision makers.
In case of a risk mitigation measure taking the form
of a construction, the (drawn) plans of a project express
its objectual dimension and the planning, as function of
project management, its processural dimension. The understanding of building and urban planning changed over
time and this change was particularly fast in the last 40
years (Bostenaru, 2004). Theoretical and empirical models have been developed in order to design ‘communicative’
planning processes. ‘Communication’ builds in this case
the successor of the ‘participation’, which supposed a central decision process inside the political-administrative system, to which third parties could participate within the frame
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of information processes. Communication enlarges the codesigning possibilities with several processes, from which
co-operation between involved actors is the most important.
Through co-operation the decision process is relocated in independent fields outside politics and administration and the
reality of simultaneous decision processes is accepted. In the
meantime a transition took place: from traditional offer planning, relying on absolute values, one element in the management process, to strategic planning, which includes implementation and control, and thus all management stages. The
systematic understanding of planning is a result of a strategic
approach to it (Bostenaru, 2002). Joedicke’s view (1976) can
be put into this context. He defines planning as a systematically made development and decision process for preparation
of actions, with help of which societal scopes can be formulated and action programmes can be implemented. The
project and the goal definition are seen by Joedicke (1976)
as a parallel flow. Strategic planning, a process oriented approach towards the organisation of urban possibilities, is less
oriented against products or results and is instead a social action and learning process, within which the potential actors
are developing. Relevant participative/communicative planning models along the time are (Bostenaru, 2004):
– the “pattern language” of Alexander (1977), developed
in the 60s. Impressive spatial situations show similar
“patterns”, which constitute the elements of a language
“for all citizens”, defined spatially and functionally in a
cybernetic way;
– the construction research performed by Ottokar Uhl
and his team after applying the Stichting Architectural Research method (Habraken, 1973) for the project
“Wohnen morgen” in Hollabrunn, Austria, in the 70s
(Hempel and Uhl, 1982). A learning process was initiated parallel to the construction process, this involving both “affected people” (Hempel and Uhl, 1982) and
“experts” (Fingerhuth and Koch, 1996) to a different extent at certain stages of decision making;
– building modernisation support schemes in the 80s,
such as Private-Public-Partnerships on local scale,
neighbourhood supports and co-operation nets, as first
examples of communication. An example for the decision models applied that time is given by the approach
adopted in the restoration of the Weissenhof Siedlung
in Stuttgart, Germany (Nägele, 1992), to solve the tensions between those involved in conservation of historic
buildings, construction technique, construction financing and respectively user interests;
– interdisciplinary co-operation in the 90s. Involved actors have the possibility to be trained about the way
of approach and the vocabulary of the disciplines with
which they collaborate. A programme exists before approaching the problem, for example in form of a manual like ATC-40 (Comartin et al., 2000). The result
is an unique conclusion, where the components orig-

inating from a discipline or another (in case of ATC40: building owners and agency representatives, architects, building officials, structural engineers and analysts) cannot be distinguished anymore;
– innovative co-operative approaches today, like “Planning through Projects” (IBA, 1999) in construction exhibitions in order to address new tasks or in virtual cooperation networks on the world wide web in order to
address new technologies. While GIS technologies are
useful in visualisation, full use of internet communication allows a more efficient disaster risk management
through dynamic exchange of information and communication. The later is exemplified by the World Housing
Encyclopedia (EERI, 2004), an information database to
be shared by all those interested in seismic resistant
housing construction.
The author developed the concept of ‘retrofit elements’
as suitable “pattern” for the inter-disciplinary problem
‘retrofitting historic buildings’. Such elements are the communication basis for interest groups on conservation of historic buildings, structural behaviour and construction techniques, construction costs and, more limited, user interests.
This way key actors in the decision process are pre-figured:
the architect, the civil engineer, the investor and the user. The
views of these actors will be regarded further in this paper.
Closest to the idea of this study lay the objectives and
achievements of the RISK-UE Project (Mouroux et al, 2004).
This joint endeavour involved the assessment of earthquake
risk scenarious in seven European cities in order to provide
decision makers and disaster managers with estimates on
seismic hazard impact. Aimed were increasing awareness on
city decision making level and to initiate seismic risk appropriation on all levels (see an example in RISK-UE, 2004).
To the strategic objectives belonged developing GIS urban
databases as a decision making tool. Other two objectives
concern the dissemination of results and international networking. But the most innovative one addresses the sensibilisation of city actors by means of earthquake impact assessment, according to which action plans would be elaborated. The project is expected to have impact on the “development within the cities of services specialised in taking
account of these risks in order to establish ‘Risk Management Plans’ and ‘Action Plans’ in the short, medium and long
term.” (Mouroux et al., 2004).
It is the object of the impact assessment which essentially
distinguishes the aim of this paper of that of the RISK-UE
project. Not the earthquake impact is in question, but the
impact of the preventive intervention on buildings in order
to reduce the damaging effect of earthquake events. Aim
of the paper is to develop communication structures for decision makers involved in retrofitting existing buildings and
to analyse how language patterns developed at different spatial scales flow into. It starts from casting the model into
the generic framework of multi-criteria decision analysis and
closes with an implementation strategy model based on the
multilevel interaction at various scales. Strategic planning
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Fig. 1. Flow chart for the spatial multi-criteria decision analysis. It
shows the two layouts proposed by Malczewski (1999), in six (Arabic numbers) and respectively three (Roman numbers) steps highlighting the stages at which specific approaches have been developed by the author of this paper.

for urban earthquake risk mitigation will be exemplified, and
represents the model for decision implementation. Outgoing point is the impact assessment practice in urban planning
(impact assessment is carried out for each new development),
as image of the development and orientation for the interaction between the planning levels and the participating actors.
The focus lays on the planning intervention for preparedness
and not in emergency management.

2

Nature of spatial multi-criteria decision support

Malczewski (1999) provided in his book “GIS and Multicriteria Decision Analysis” an extensive state-of-the-art review
of multi-criteria decision systems for spatial problems. Malczewski (1999) proposes two different layouts for the decision making: a three-phases one and a detailed step-wise one.
These three phases in the process are called “intelligence”,
“design” and “choice”. The steps to be followed, namely
problem definition, evaluation criteria, criterion weighting,
decision rules, sensitivity analysis and finally recommendation, can be assigned to the phases as shown in Fig. 1.
The intelligence phase encompasses the problem statement, the selection of the evaluation criteria and the selection of the criterion weighting type. Problem statement
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means in Malczewski’s approach the modelling of the spatial object, which facilitates identifying spatial decisions, and
the identification of the actors. The first implies converting
data to information. The identified spatial elements are variables in a multi-attributive decision making (with attributes
as constrains). Evaluation criteria are attributes, indicating
to which degree preferences of the actors are achieved. Malczewski (1999) reviews several methodologies for creating a
hierarchical value structure for purposes of criterion weighting, which is a preferences structure modelling technique.
According to Malczewski (1999) GIS is useful in “preference elucidation and aggregation”, the way he calls interactively setting the priorities with use of visualisation techniques. It includes a judgemental phase and computational
phase, through which suitable variants are selected and thus
the options reduced from the very begin in the intelligence
phase. Two criterion weighting rules of those reviewed by
Malczewski are of special interest: the pair wise comparison
method of Saaty (1980) and the rating method, often concretised in the utility value approach.
Design means generating alternatives. This phase consists
of a single, but comprehensible step: the selection of the decision rule type. Decision rules strongly depend on the conflicting preferences of the actors. Malczewski (1999) proposes an expert system based choice of the decision rule(s).
Selection factors are the characteristics of the decision rule,
of the decision makers and of the decision problem as well
as the size of the problem. There is an interdependency between the size of the problem and the criteria adopted. The
criteria are, on their part, influenced by the adopted decision
rule (Fig. 1). Thus the selection is also influenced by factors
like the number of criteria, of alternatives and of constraints.
Computer interaction depends on the degree of structuring
of the problem. Malczewski (1999) proposes for this to select a decision support system, out of a toolbox (a methodology for creating a multi-criteria value structure), an interface
and a database. The toolbox contains the actors’ preferences
based on criterion weighting, generating and evaluating alternatives and the choice. The database, which can be also
a model-base is derived in this phase to a knowledgebase.
Malczweski (1999) closes describing an issue met in building
decision support systems: the integration of spatial decision
support systems with spatial expert systems.
The last phase in solving the decision problem is the
choice. It comprises the evaluation of alternatives and issuing of recommendation. The sensitivity analysis undertaken
in this phase is seen as a learning process in which the decision makers are repeatedly confronted with the structure of
the problem. Input variations such as changes in the spatial
data or in the actor’s preferences are influencing the ranking
of the alternatives in the choice (Fig. 1). Decision makings
techniques as well as visualisation and data administration
techniques (such as GIS) are involved equally in this final
phase. The implementation of one or several alternatives can
be recommended.
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Fig. 2. Regression for determining the goals of the architect (a) and
the criteria concerning the retrofit elements (b). For both data sets
are obtained from case studies and the hypothesis for the decision
tree induced. From these individual hypotheses a single hypothesis is obtained, to be integrated into the mission/recommendation.
Then hypotheses for the individual elements are derived and finally
statements about them deducted. These statements are feedback
compared with the induced hypothesis in order to regressively reformulate the later.

3

Multi-criteria decision making

Decision is an element in a management process. Risk management is such a process, for which decisions are control
options in mitigation/response operations. Consequently risk
management builds on the task related understanding of management. Task related management shows several dimensions. Such a dimension is the processural one, in which
case the management elements are functions like planning,
decision, implementation and control. In the structural dimension management is seen from the technical side, and
organisational and operational structures count to its instru-

ments. Along the personal dimension management is seen
as a system and relates to the kinds of leadership employed,
like participative/co-operative versus authoritative style. For
the purpose of building decision making and implementing
models, the personal dimension has been taken into consideration by modelling a participative system for multi-criteria
decisions. A system can be also seen from alternative perspectives: as an object or as a process (Bostenaru, 2002).
Procesurally defined, a system is the organisation form of all
material or ideal elements, which stay in an interaction relationship one to another and belong to a functional whole. For
decision making the systematic approach itself is relevant. In
a systematic approach, an optimal system has to be found for
each criterion and group of actors. A cybernetic analysissynthesis approach was employed. This requires building
models of these systems according to their descriptions and
the related insights.
Joedicke (1976) analysed in his work techniques useful
in building planning with emphasis on decision related aspects. The usage of some of these techniques gives adequate
instruments for a systematic decision. Such one is an approach where characteristics and criteria are deducted based
on analysis of existing projects, while know-how is derived
by means of scientific disciplines. In this work, decision trees
were modelled by regressive means using a related approach
(Fig. 2). Knowledge about the interest groups to be considered and their preferences was induced from the participative
case studies. The obtained hypothesis concerned the functional structure for decision making. Goals for each actor
were formulated on each level of intervention. In the first
step of the deductive phase a general hypothesis had to be
drawn out from the one formulated after induction. In a second step statements for a particular case can be derived. Such
an experiment was the retrofit of reinforced concrete frame
buildings (Table 1).
In each decision tree developed (called in this work ‘goal
tree’), weights were set to measurable criteria (Figs. 3a, c–e).
Weights were estimated while simulating a group decision
making through a multi-criteria one, each actor corresponding to a criterion. They were assigned according to the importance of the criterion, the reliability of the values measuring the criterion achievement degree, and the degree to which
the judgement of a certain actor is relevant for a certain characteristic. The relative weight results from the multiplication
of the weight of the goal and the weight of the sub-goal. The
sum of all goal weights remains 1 (100%). Goals are related
to characteristics, they represent a desirable value of a characteristic regarding a certain criterion. Figure 3b shows a step
in the score assignment, namely defining the measurement
spaces for the criteria. For example, the first group of criteria
relevant for the structural engineer concern the vulnerability,
set on urban scale. These are the design earthquake for the
retrofit measure, which is influenced by its periodicity and
maximal intensity. Rapid visual screening allows (FEMA,
1988) for setting scores for categories of buildings, the typology of which is given by the construction material. It can
be clearly seen that the group of engineering criteria ‘retrofit’
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Criterion bearer
Nr. Criterion

ZG TG

TG
A. Architect

1 Reversibility
2 Guidelines
3
4

38 50
38 50

5 Facade

9 30

6 Interiors

9 30

7 Structural system
8 Demolition

3 10
9 30

9 Size change
10 Looks change
11 Material change
12

9 40
5 20
9 40

13 Compatibility

5 20

14 Conservation
15 Sustainability
16 Maintenance

11 50
2 10
5 20

TG =
TG TG TG
15 50

A1 Historical

100 50

10

A2 Building

100 20

70

A3 Element

100 15

A4 Material

100 15

10

10

100
TG ZG
Engineer C.

100 Vulnerability

Actors

Criterion Nr.

55 28 Earthquake
10 5 Shape
30 15 Structure
50 3 Material

C1

Structural
100 performance C2 10 35 Forces
Remaining
30 105 displacement
Maximal
30 105 displacement
30 105 Stresses

100 Retrofit

Element
50 25 replacement
15 8 New elements
20 10 Nonstruct>struct
15 8 Partial demolition

C3

100 Strategy

489

C4 100

5 System completion
Strengthening/
300 15 Stiffening
400 20 Enhanced ductility
200 10 Reduced demand

33
34
35
36

37
38
39
40

41
42
43
44

Criterion

ZG TG

review (design)
inventory
control (execution)
role of codes

20
30
20
30

20 A1 Building
30 department
20
30

bldg. permits
programs
field investigation
impact assessment

15
25
10
50

communication
occupancy
nr. units
maintenance

15
53
53
30

prioritisation
BCA
(benefit-costs-analysis)
training
communication

Criterion

30

100 Engineer

C1

10
70
10
10

15 A2 Public works 100 20
25
10
50

10

100 Analyst

C2

30
30
20
20

10 A3 Housing
35
35
20

100 30

30

100 Architect

C3

50
20
15
15

75 50 A4 Planning

100 30

30

100 SeismologistC4 10 8 site geology

100 20

30 20
23 15
23 15

8 Vulnerability score
53 Performance level
8 Retrofit
8 Technical strategy
8 Capacity
8 Demand
5 Performance
5 Non-linearity
38 Historical aspect
15 Building aspect
11 Element aspect
11 Material aspect

10 8 attenuation
30 23 spectra
50 38 seismicity
TG A. 100 100 TG C.
12.5 12.5

Community

45
46
47
48

100
TG ZG
Experts C.

TG =
TG TG TG
50 25

TG
Key staff

Management
Availability
Indicators

13 40 B1 Investor
13 40
6 20

User D.

100 25

50

100 Owner

D1

10
50
30
10

6 Execution
31 Acceptability
19 Use
6 Residential value

100 12.5

50

100 Tenant

D2

30
30
10
30

19 Execution
19 Acceptability
6 Use
19 Residential value

TG A. 100 100 TG C.
B. User
17 Duration
18 Noise
19 Move
20 Participation

5 15
2 5
12 40
12 40

21 Property form
7
22 Assurance
34
23 Own costs share 5
24 Other advantages 14

15
55
10
20

B1 Execution

15

20

100 20

40

Investor D.
100 ManagementD1 20 8 Aggregate
30 12 Building site
30 12 Phases
20 8 Repeatability

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

B2 Acceptability

100 40

40

100 Availability

D2

20 8 Material versus
20 8 Technolgy v.
10 4 Funding money
50 20 Replace space

B3 Use

100 20

20

100 Indicators

D3

25
25

vulnerability
hazard
retrofit
value

5
5
2
5

30 B2 Insurance
30
10
30

accessibility
time
funding
resources

2
5
5
5

10 B3 Construction 100 12.5
30
30
30

town image
marketing
milestones
perception

19
31
6
6

30 B4 Public
50
10
10

100 50

C.

TG B. 100 100 TG D.

25 During measure
26 After measure

9 30
15 50

27 After earthquake

6 20

25

28
29 value

A.

B.

25
30 100

B4 Residential

[Nr.] Criterion

value 100 20 10 100 Living quality D4
TG B. 100 100 TG D.

[from] to]

[Unit]

[ZG]

1 Reversibility
0 100 %
37,5
2 Guidelines
1
5 points
37,5
5 Facade
1
4 style points
9,0
6 Interiors
1
4 spatiality points
9,0
7 Structural system
1
4 technology points 3,0
8 Demolition
0 100 rebuild possibility 9,0
9 Size change
0 50 cm
9,0
10 Looks change
1
5 points
4,5
11 Material change
1 2000 age (years)
9,0
13 Compatibility
0 100 %
4,5
14 Conservation
0 100 %
11,3
15 Sustainability
1 500 years
2,3
16 Maintenance
1 50 years
4,5
17 Duration
1 100 weeks
4,5
18 Noise
1 45 dB
1,5
19 Move
1 100 weeks
12,0
20 Participation
0 15 decision steps
12,0
21 Property form
1
5 points
7,2
22 Assurance
0 100 % coverage
33,6
23 Own costs share
1 100 %
4,8
24 Other advantages
1
5 points
14,4
25 During measure
0 200 spaces
9,0
26 After measure
0 200 spaces
15,0
27 After earthquake
0 200 spaces
6,0
29 value
1 20 points
30,0
33 Earthquake
1 12 EMS intensity
27,5
34 Shape
8 10.10 score
5,0
35 Structure
0
8 score
15,0
36 Material
1
6 score
2,5
37 Forces
0 1000 kN base shear
35,0
38 Remaining displacement
0 200 mm
105,0
39 Maximal displacement
0 200 mm
105,0
40 Strains
-6 60 ‰
105,0
41 Element replacement
0 300 number
25,0
42 New elements
0 300 number
7,5
43 Nonstruct>struct
0 300 number
10,0
44 Partial demolition
0 300 number
7,5
45 System completion
0 200 needed anchors
5,0
46 Strengthening/Stiffening
1
6 Sa_new/Sa_old 15,0
47 Enhanced ductility
1
4 Sd_new/Sd_old 20,0
48 Reduced demand
1
6 damping factor
10,0
49 Aggregate
1 44 nr. owners
8,0
50 Building site
0 24 hours available
12,0
51 Phases
1 44 simultaneous
12,0
52 Repeatability
1 200 nr. identical
8,0
53 Material versus
10 40 price T€/app.
8,0
54 Technology v.
0 10 number
8,0
55 Funding money
0 10 nr. programs
4,0
56 Replace space
0
5 eq. Buildings
20,0
57 Reparation/Rebuild
0
2 €/€
5,0
58 Retrofit/Rebuild
0 0.5 €/€
5,0
59 Reparation-save/Retrofit
-5
5 €/€
5,0
60 Total costs/Rebuild-30% -0.3 2.2 €/€
5,0

5 Reparation/Rebuild 57
58
5 Retrofit/Rebuild
Reparation-save/
59
5 Retrofit
Total costs/
60
5 Rebuild-30%
100

100

Actors
Criterion

ZG TG

TG =
TG TG TG
25
50

TG
A. User

100
TG ZG
Experts C.

Criterion

Execution
13
Acceptability
63
Use
38
Residential value 13

10
50
30
10

A1 Owner

100 50

30

100 Engineer

C1

10 15 Vulnerability
70 105 Performance
10 15 Retrofit
10 15 Technical strategy

Execution
38
Acceptability
38
Use
13
Residential value 38

30
30
10
30

A2 Tenant

100 50

10

100 Analyst

C2

30
30
20
20

15 Capacity
15 Demand
10 Performance
10 Non-linearity

30

100 Architect

C3

50
20
15
15

75 Historical
30 Building
23 Element
23 Material

TG A. 100
Investor

25

Management
Availability
Indicators

35 40
35 40
18 20

B1 Finance

100 35

Vulnerability
Hazard
Retrofit
Value

23
23
8
23

30
30
10
30

B2 Insurance

100 30

Accessibility
Time
Funding
Resources

9
26
26
26

10
30
30
30

B3 Construction

100 35

30

100 SeismologistC4 10
10
30
50
100 TG C.

15 Site geology
15 Attenuation
45 Spectra
75 Seismicity

D.

TG B. 100

Actors
Criterion

ZG TG

TG
A. Decision makers

design review
retrofit
concept validity

45 15

A1 Building

officials

TG =
TG TG TG
30 35

100 100
20

100
TG ZG
Key Staff C.

Building
100 department

20
30
20
30

14 Review (design)
21 Inventory
14 Control (execution)
21 Role of codes

20

100 Public Works C2 15
25
10
50

11 Building permits
18 Programs
7 Field investigation
35 Impact assessment

30

100 Housing

C3

10
35
35
20

11 Communication
37 Occupancy
37 Nr. units
21 Maintenance

30

100 Planning

C4

50 53 Prioritisation
BCA
20 21 (benefit-costs-analysis)
15 16 Training
15 16 Communication

C1

45 15
information
(field analysis &
analysis for design)10.5 35
control
(material and
execution)

10.5 35
TG A. 100
Interested
participants

35

Execution
Acceptability
Use
Residential value

18
35
18
18

20
40
20
20

B1 User

100 25

Vulnerability
Performance
Retrofit
Technical strategy

9
61
9
9

10
70
10
10

B2 Engineer

100 25

Historical
Building
Element
Material

44
18
13
13

50
20
15
15

B3 Architect

Management
Availability
Indicators

35 40
35 40
18 20

Criterion

100 TG C.

B4 Investor

100 25

100 25

TG B. 100

E.

Fig. 3. Decision tree considering different actors and respectively actors’ preferences to build the subdivision levels. The sum of the weights
assigned to all actors together and for actors/sub-criterions respectively is each time 100%. (a) Criteria of the actor categories determined in
the inductive process are assigned on a ‘coarse grid’ and a ‘fine grid’; (b) Measure space of the criteria. The criteria bearer from the decision
tree in (a) are assigned each a unit of measure and a criterion value space (the columns [from] [to]). The weights for the sub-criterions are
shown as well; (c) Interest groups provide for two levels in the decision tree. The same groups considered in (a), and additionally the ‘key
staff’; (d) Same as (b) but only considering the actors in (a), and a relevant actor was chosen for the category ‘community’ (corresponding
to ‘public’): the investor; (e) The highest level in the hierarchy, including the decision makers is considered. The actors shown at (a) are here
‘interested participants’ only (TG = relative weight, ZG = weight of the sub-criterion).
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Table 1. Type alternatives of retrofit measures. K1 is a quantitative criterion: the strengthening costs using the respective retrofit alternative
for the model building. K2 is also a quantitative criterion measured in the equivalent damage elements (total reparation costs for the
whole building divided by the reparation costs for the highest damage in an element). K3 is a qualitative criterion (‘Influence on building
appearance’) based on the degree influence the retrofit alternative has on flexibility in façade conformation. K4 is also a qualitative rank,
meaning the extent to which activities inside the building are disturbed during the measure is applied. The retrofit alternatives considered
are: addition of structural walls, steel braces and side walls respectively, as well as steel mantling and finally the status quo.
Options

Criterions
K1
Costs (€)
K2
Equivalent Elements
(Number)
K3
Architecture (Rank)
K4
Project Management
(Rank)

S1

S2

S3

S4

Zero-Option

103622

87624

102960

55152

0

345950
2000

353700
2000

411170
2000

273885
2000

376411
2000

E

C

D

B

A

V

II

IV

III

I

concerns which kind of ‘retrofit elements’ are used. The
structural performance criteria set by an engineer concerns
simulation results, which are flowing into the model-base, a
part of the decision support system described by Malczewski
(1999). The interest group ‘engineer’ is only interested in
the technical strategies, to see which characteristics of the
building are selectively enhanced through retrofit.
A reconfigured hierarchical ‘goal tree’ is shown in Fig. 4.
The first level is represented by the problem different actors
are dealing with. On the second level there are the actors
themselves, treated further as criterions. The third level consists of the main criteria influencing the decision of these
actors (corresponding to the “objectives” in Malczewski’s
work, 1999). The fourth level, contains criteria which are
subdivisions of those in the level above but are measurable
(corresponding to the “attributes” in the work of Malczewski,
1999). This fourth level is included in a matrix. The other
dimension of the matrix features retrofit alternatives: addition of structural walls, steel braces and side walls respectively, as well as steel mantling and finally the status quo.
Weights assigned as shown in Fig. 3 can be taken into consideration for each criterion in order to enable computing a
score for the alternatives. For this both the outcome (fulfilment degree) of an alternative regarding a certain measurable criterion (the grey zones in the table) and the weight
are taken and summed. Should the pair wise comparison
method be adopted instead, the preference weights are not
necessary anymore. In this case the outcomes in each column provide a ranking like that to be shown in Table 1,
providing the basis for a subsequent balancing in the decision process. This way some particular criterion weighting rules can be considered: the costs-efficiency-analysis
method of Richter and the “balancing principle” (Strassert,
1996). Richter’s method is documented in a university intern script (Richter, P.: “Wirtschaftliche Planung”. Univer-

sität Karlsruhe, 1998), together with the use guidelines of
a Microsoft Excel ® based tool to employ that (Richter, P.
and Bogenstätter U.: “Planungs- und Bauökonomie”. Universität Karlsruhe, 1999), and an example individual study
of the tool developer (Bogenstätter, U.: “Planungs- und
Bauökonomie”. Universität Karlsruhe, 1998). However, the
basis for their development can be followed in more widely
accessible literature (Möller, 1984; Schulte and Pierschke,
2000). Möller (1984) analyses four procedures for benefitcosts-investigation in construction:
– the benefit-costs-analysis, supposing conversion of all
goals to a monetary expression before measurement;
– the utility value analysis, in which all goals are measured by means of scores;
– the costs-efficiency-analysis, where the benefit is measured by scores and the costs in a monetary way;
– the pair-wise comparison, with selection decision based
on benefits and costs criterion-by-criterion comparison
in qualitative cases, while weights are assigned on ordinal scale.
The decision trees in Fig. 3 include weights as defined
from the costs-efficiency-analysis. Bogenstätter’s computer
support for the costs-efficiency method involves three steps.
First, the decision tree template is filled out (Fig. 3a). Criterion measurement spaces are filled out in another template (Fig. 3b). Finally, the benefit for the respective option is assessed and the results are compiled in another table. Strassert’s (1996) method can be seen as a further development of the pair-wise comparison. This is a seven step
method. In a first step options and criteria are preselected.
The second step serves ranking the options. In a third step
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Fig. 4. Framework showing the interdependence between the goals of different decision makers, objectives and options in multi-criteria
decision for retrofitting existing buildings adapted to the related skeletal structure provided by Malczewski (1999). It consists of a matrix
featuring in one dimension retrofit alternatives and in the other criteria resulting from a decision tree. The hierarchy of the later includes from
top to bottom in: the problem different actors are dealing with (first level), the actors themselves, (second level), main criteria influencing
the decision of these actors (third level), secondary criteria (fourth level). The interior fields of the table (in grey) are to be filled with the
outcome value of an alternative regarding a certain measurable (secondary) criterion. The last row contains the weights assigned to various
criterions by the decision makers’ preferences (as in Fig. 3).

characteristics are transformed into criteria. Decision problems start to be stated in the fourth step. In the fifth step
an advantages-disadvantages table is compiled. Step 6 comprises determining the ranking space. The final step consists
of a balancing loop. Balancing means in case of more actors discussion until consensus. In the technical literature
(Joedicke, 1976; Möller, 1984) an instrument to facilitate discussion on actors’ preferences was deemed to be promising:
the transformation curve. The transformation curve shows
the way score evaluation depends on the properties of the
evaluated object. Thus it expresses the value structure of the
actor, on which subjective preferences are based. Transformation curves for the actors’ criteria determined in this paper have not been yet developed. It is to be noted that the
approach in ATC-40 (1996) comes close to both rules considered: it provides for a data table for a decision matrix as
required for the balancing principle of Strassert (1996) and it
measures the criteria according to constraints by fixing limits
like in the approach of Richter.
Table 1 includes ‘what to do’ action options, generated
in the design phase, the same as shown in Fig. 4. Loca-

tion alternatives can also generate options. K1 is a quantitative criterion meaning the strengthening costs for each
retrofit alternative of the whole model building. The row
including K1 is a ranking example from the point of view
of the investor. To take into account the views of the structural engineer, dynamic analysis under different earthquake
loads was run. Simulation results were obtained from stressstrain based analysis. The time history log of failure in structural elements was converted into a database of cumulative
progressive damage for ‘retrofit elements’. K2 is a quantitative criterion as well, meaning ‘equivalent damage elements’,
computed by counting the total reparation costs for the whole
building divided by the reparation costs for the highest damage in an element. Ranking as provided by K3 follows the
architect’s point of view. Stylistically representative buildings (Table 2) were chosen. K3 is a qualitative criterion
meaning ‘influence on building appearance’. Classes A to
E are dictated by the degree of flexibility in façade conformation, influenced by the addition of further structural members. The Zero-Option (status quo) offers the highest flexibility, through its skeletal structure. Steel mantling represents
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a.

thus given a higher disturbance rank. Finally embedding a
structural wall within a frame is disturbing most, implying
also foundation works and would require moving a looking
for alternative space during the measures. The criterions included in Table 1 can be found in the decision trees started
from (Fig. 3). It proves the successful regression.
The decision making methods described above use an explicit evaluation procedure. According to Joedicke (1976)
such procedures are only possible, if considering more actors, in advanced project phases. Joedicke (1976) sees in
this case actors being the measurement instrument. These
advanced phases are the ones when construction devices are
elaborated, and when ‘retrofit elements’ are the main structuring factor. Table 3 shows typical damages at the so called
‘retrofit elements’, which are building elements defined from
the architectural, building survey and engineering characteristics (Bostenaru, 2003).

4

b.
Fig. 5. Problems and opportunities at building level: (a) completed survey form for a building rich in elements to be maintained
(vaulted spaces); (b) completed survey form for a building with few
elements to be maintained (façade and staircase only).

a minor change, through which eventually only concrete surfaces intended to remain visible are influenced. Next one
in the ranking succession is the variant with steel braces,
where eventual openings are still possible in the corresponding frame fields, but these are affected either in their size or
look by the diagonals. Side walls influence instead clearly
the size of openings in these fields and there is no range
for their look. And finally the structural walls added in the
whole frame offer the least flexible solution, with strong constraints concerning the possibilities for openings and retaining balconies. To take into account the inhabitant’s view, the
project management plans for selected measures were made,
so disruption in functionality can be appraised. K4 is also a
qualitative rank, meaning ‘extent to which activities inside
the building are disturbed during the measure is applied’.
Maintaining the status quo is obviously the least disturbing
measure, ranked with I. Next are ranked the measures featuring steel based retrofit elements, since these require mainly
dry mounting methods. Interventions to column only like
steel mantling (ranked III) or reinforced concrete side walls
(ranked IV) are best performed from inside the building and

Multi-criteria decision implementation

The decision process is seen from a managerial point of
view, emphasizing the role of the planer in this process. The
‘ingredients’ of a strategic plan for seismic risk reduction
are action plans, objectives, operative modalities, human resources, time and costs, aiming analysis, evaluation, priority setting and communication. An urban project in existing
context begins with a site analysis identifying vulnerabilities
as problems and capacities as opportunities (Fig. 5). This
brings the step of options in the so called ”intelligence” (Malczewski, 1999) phase of the strategic decision.
An exercise on the task, to plan such a strategic intervention in a test zone was worked up in two phases (Fig. 6).
The first phase serves for the recognition of problems and
opportunities in the zone, by means of which a diagnosis
was seized and a mission was formulated. Innovative was
first of all the analysis approach. The zone wasn’t uniformly
assessed, but emphasing the relevant urban elements independently of scale. The method developed by Lynch in the
book “The Image of the City” (Lynch, 1960) was employed.
According to Lynch’s theory, those who enter a town, perceive it by means of landmarks, paths, districts, nodes and
edges. Exactly these elements were identified for the analysed zone (Fig. 7). The ‘goal tree’ was completed by identifying characteristics as problems or opportunities according to their value in regard to certain criteria. To be highlighted is the interdependency between the strengtheningopportunities/aggravating-problems (Fig. 8). If a proposed
retrofit variant fulfils simultaneously some of these criteria,
it can be talked of opportunities strengthening each other. If
a retrofit variant fails to meet simultaneously some of these
criteria, it can be talked of problems aggravating each other.
A mission for mitigation interventions is formulated in
points without priorities. Each point is a sub-objective for
a group of actors, meant to be reached through measures
packages. Within the framework of the strategic planning
also the means for reaching the envisaged goals are assigned.
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A measures package includes: consensus (communication)
means, implementation means and finally implementation
plans at different levels and time horizons, taking form in action plans. Implementation means result in model and pilot
projects for operations, which are also concretisation forms
for action plans. As the result of the implementation has to
be evaluated from time to time, the planning aim is not a
product but an action and learning process for all implied actors (see the diagram of learning process in Bostenaru, 2004).
Thus time and human resources cannot be assigned to each
objective like the operative modalities were.
For the impact assessment, lacking another measuring possibilities, the classical regulation instruments could be taken:
the indicators. The future development can be visualised, after the collection of the respective data, through scenarios, visions and simulations. Another unit of measure, different of
indicators of all kind, is needed therefore, called here ‘seismic print’. The print measures the impact of an earthquake
using a surface as an urban unit. In case of an earthquake
each code defines the building categories which have to remain fully operational. Thus an aggregate structure results
representing the load-bearing capacity requested by the antiseismic intervention strategy from the urban system. An
operation plan does not concern the zone, which is object of
the study, only, but also the flows which connect it to another
zones (Fig. 9). An operation plan can become in this case a
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*partial collapse in 1977
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Columns
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10 Maria Rosetti 55
1934 residential
11 Magheru 27
1935 residential
16 Calea Victoriei 128A 1935 residential, commercial
24 Ştirbei Vodă 17
1936 residential, commercial
27 Calea Victoriei 208 1940 residential
41 Poenaru Bordea 16 1936 residential
43 Lahovary 5A
1935 residential, office
45 Nicolae Iorga 22
1939 residential
49 Pitar Moş 29
1936 residential
57 Stelea Spătarul 17
1937 residential
Bălcescu 25
residential,
61 (Wilson)
1928 office, commercial
91 Calea Victoriei 25
1936 residential, commercial
93 Nicolae Golescu 5
1938 residential, commercial
96 Mihai Eminescu 17 1937 residential, commercial
100 Nicolae Bălcescu 7 1933 residential, commercial
102 Luchian 3
1936 residential
104 Calea Victoriei 33-35 1930 residential, commercial
MEAN VALUE
Min
Max
Sum
%

Recesses?

Use

Year of construction

damages
in 1977 EQ

Address

Nr. In the risk category I list

Table 2. Database query results of most vulnerable buildings from a specific type in Bucharest, Romania, namely the inter-bellum ones.
Number of flats, surfaces, as wells as damages and retrofit methods following the 1977 earthquake after Lungu and Saito (2001), costs
estimated with the INCERC (2000) method. Average values are highlighted (EQ = earthquake, Y = yes, N = no, L = low, M = middle, E
= extensive, X = some. A sum of buildings for which specific retrofit measures were applied was computed as well as a percentage for the
selection of buildings in this table.).

5.913.493 2110 295.675 -0,20
17.146.185 4177 476.283 0,27
17.868.975 2,5303 812.2261,178
16.436.780 6,5105 283.393 -0,23
13.920.400 5118 316.373 -0,15
8.298.700 4103 276.623 -0,25
7.910.535 2164 439.474 0,17
8.405.780 4101 271.154 -0,27
12.418.603 8 78 210.485 -0,43
11.042.625 8 77 208.351 -0,44

X X X X X X X32.892.299 8132 353.681 -0,05
X) - X- - - 16.270.806 4124 332.057 -0,10
- - - - - - 4.727.582 2 84 225.123 -0,39
- X - - - - 16.230.651 5151 405.766 0,08
- X X- - 7.308.210 2182 487.214 0,30
XX- - - 5.533.359 1,5229 614.818 0,64
XX- - - - 12.849.600 6123 329.477 -0,11
4139372.834
1,5 77208.351
8303812.226
9 6 12 6 1 3 1
8 5 11 5 0,9 2 0,9

model project. It can be a demonstration of rehabilitation for
upgrading seismic performance. The strategy must contain
stimulation to participation and public sense of responsibility. It counts on supporting the politic and administrative
decisions for a new environment through a new behaviour
of the people. A comprehensive scheme illustrating similar
objectives to be followed and the actors to be involved in various phases of seismic risk appropriation is shown in RISKUE (2004). Information is important to build public ideas (as
shown in the GrünGürtel project, Frankfurt, Germany; see
Koenigs, 1991). These open up ways for the strategy implementation. The participation is a feedback element in the
urban planning operation. In this way the problems opened
up by the new development are reduced to the scale of the citizen. Participation asserts in the first instance the problems
coupled to the habitat, on the level of quality of life.
The scheme in Fig. 9 highlights the possible zoom between layers at different scales and the concerns of three
categories of actors at each of these. The subdivision into
main layers like ‘zone’, ‘building’ and ‘element’ allows for
the integration of information coming from so many different
backgrounds. At each level the focus is on proprietary problem statements, but communication with those bellow and
above is allowed over zooming interfaces. On the right side
the placement of the stages, for which specific approaches
were developed, in the intermediary space between levels of
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Problems and opportunitie s regarding
relationship of the zone to the t own
specific structural and organis ational characteristics
neighbourhoods
volumetric and constructive structure
finally the housing typology
Opportunities which are supporting each another
retrofit management strategy variants with different duration and move options
availability of materials and technologies,
complex retrofit technology strategy variants
(combining element replace ment,
buildi ng of new ele ments,
transformation of non-structural into structural elements,
partial demolition)
reversibility of some measures

mission
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

problems aggravating each other
between investor and user
condominium property form,
necessity of special management variants (like phased retrofit),
usabi lit y duri ng the measur e
between the structural engi neer and the architect
vulnerability of the low strength material and element replacement
material change of the element, con servation issues and reversibility

retaining the character of the built substance in the interventions
attenuation of the effects of future earthquakes
conversion of the buildings to achieve higher seismic performance
participative decision proc ess
mediation between public and private interests

goals for point 1.
- attenuation of the differe nces in performance between old and new buildings
- optimisation of the relationship size, looks, materials of structural members/structural perfor mance
(and the technical and management strategies to implement these)
- reduci ng the d emand thro ugh ade quate tech nical, but ma inly management, strategies
- reaching the integration through compatibility and reversibility
- solvi ng the t ensi ons w hich co uld lea d to t he dama ge of t he ele ments to be conserved
- education of the inhabita nts to esteem the value of good maintenance
- support of the changes through flexibility/adaptability in the political and economical programmes

first measures package
- budget for sustainable development

Measures
- subve ntion o f such measur es i n order to eli minate i mpedi ng tari ff barriers
- a cha nge in t he taxe s syste m whic h could enco urage upgrad ing of buildings
- approximate determinatio n of the needed capital

- impact assessment of the conv ersion

Instruments
- indicators
- scenarios
- visio ns
- simulations

- elaboration of a controlling system of the conversion

operation plans

second measures package
- winning possible many of the participants for co-operat ion

Instruments
- free agreements
- encouraging of the private sector to take a role
- stimulation to participation and public sense of responsibility

- partnership system
agreements: charts, contracts, nets.

- open participation
third measures package
- determination of the economic instruments

Financial instruments
- guaranties and taxes which are supporting retrofit (like different assurance premiums)
- financ ing co ncerni ng the mainte nance o f hist oric substa nce
(added value taxes on constructio n material dependent on the sustainability potential/
possible reversibility of the new elements of the building,
connection between the structural members and the architecturall y releva nt ele ments)

- determination of the costs and risks of a catastrophe as limit of the b earing capacity of th e environment
unit of measure: seismic print

- creation of an entrepreneurial atmosphere for support of local initiatives
fourth measures package
- implementation
- re-evaluation from time to time of the r esults
(3-5 years)
- new stipulation of the first points, wh en necessary

Measures
- move in residences of similar q uality (buffer spaces) during th e retrofit measure
- excha nge of r eside nces to allow impl ement atio n in co ndomi nium o wned buildings
- subsidisation of some projects to be implemented in buildings with mixed property
- implementation of a retrofit system as model project through an adequate strategy
- further stimulation of participation through seismic awareness education
- integrated conversions, if necessary, of built elements

Fig. 6. Some ‘ingredients’ of an urban strategic plan for seismic retrofit. From top to bottom: problems/opportunities, diagnosis, mission,
measures packages with implementation means.
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Table 3. Retrofit elements in the judgemental phase showing typical damages (after Bostenaru, 2003). RC = reinforced concrete, URM =
unreinforced masonry, 3D = three dimensional, ‘cellular’ and ‘fagure’ are the local names for two typical Romanian construction techniques.
Table 3. Retrofit elements in the judgemental phase showing typical damages (after Bostenaru, 2003)b
Type
volume
linear

Subdivision level
#1
box
tower
cells
frame
soft story

normal
storey

Typical damages
#2: element
tube
unit
column
old
buildings

frame

#3: unit
RC tube
RC cell
slender column

new
buildings

middle / short
column
(2,6-3m)

old building

column

old and new
building

beam
column

beam

new
buildings

column
beam

punctual

area

node

infill pane

URM
infill

old building

infill pane

long
beam
short
beam

- concrete destroying and spalling
Basement: corrosion of reinforced steel
- buckling of longitudinal reinforcement at plastic
Columns at ground, 1st and 2nd floor: damaged
articulations
from previous earthquakes
- brittle breaks with oblique 45° rifts sectioning the column
Weak floor: columns
- detaching of transversal reinforcement in oblique
damaged under the floor
> can directly collapse
dislocation of columns
No weak floor: URM
- rifts or brittle breaks from interaction with stairs (shorter
infill gets damaged
> affect general stability
working height)
rifts of different sizes with concrete dislocation, destruction at end in ground floor and 1st rifts in all RC elements
floor, break of concrete section with reinforcement buckling at the end of columns and
some brittle breaks with oblique rifts in ground floor and lower floors
- 0°-45° rifts at end, sometimes buckling
- horizontal rifts immediately under or over the beam perpendicular on column axis,
concrete spalling, buckling of longitudinal reinforcement, possible hazardous plastic Failure much more
articulations. Sometimes only the outer concrete, much weaker, spalls.
sever than at beam
- oblique X-shaped rifts
plastic articulation, rotation near node with rifts at upper and lower part; concrete failure
both not dangerous
only at lower side
oblique rifts have brittle
rifts in oblique sections opening the beam in whole height from the lower side with isolated character
dislocations
- rifts with concrete spalling and reinforcement buckling at lower but sometimes higher floors too
- double cone break in central parts of the column with lateral spalling of concrete, buckling of reinforcement
- oblique or X-shaped brittle breaks at first floors and where intermediary supports was introduced
- vertical rifts where secondary beams are conduction loads
- when URM infill were present there were more rifts and they were continued in the slabs
can affect the local
complex state
- generalised degradation of concrete in the centre of the node
stability or if more cases
very brittle
- concrete spalling, buckling of longitudinal reinforcement,
of spalling the general
damages
transversal reinforcement detaching; column shortening with
stability
continued destruction in neighbouring concrete
Collapse is rare.
- superficial rifts in plaster or separation rifts on the contour
variable damages - framing degree
- 45° simple or X-shaped deep rifts, dislocation especially on first
depending on:
- panel dimension
- existence and percent floors and in construction joints, sliding, partial or total masonry
collapse
of openings
- material quality (light - deformation of window frames with break of windows
concrete behaved worse - rifts in lintels at staircase
- destructions at partition walls and facade, esp. at construction joints
than brick, even strips)
strong rifts, dislocation, X-shaped rifts in piers

Load bearing
direction
3D net

vertical
elements

concrete,
URM risk
= unreinforced
masonry,
3D = threeis
dimensional,
‘cellular’ and
‘fagure’
are the
local names
two typical
Romanian construction
There
are
more
and for
more
perception
details. techniques.
The operations
actionb RC
can= reinforced
be seen.
Setting
evaluation
criteria
based on
concerning the application of a construction measure have to
data collection on urban scale and setting building priorities
be managed. This is an experts’ task and is made differently
on building scale, implying hazard, vulnerability and capacat various scales. Urban plans are part of the management
ity appraisal of the inventory. It is a step between problem
strategy, they act as integrating vision. On building level the
definition and criterion weighting in the “intelligence” (Malplanning, with more details than in the layer above, is conczewski, 1999) phase. The choice takes place in the decision
cerned with project management tasks. Building elements
space between setting priorities on building scale and issuing
are the object of expert simulations for the technical strategy
the recommendation. Priorities are set according to decision
managing a retrofit solution. The participation of active afrules agreed by the actors based on the ‘goal tree’ (Fig. 8)
fected people is a process and has to be treated accordingly.
taken into consideration as shown in Fig. 1. The recommenOn the large urban scale there is no hierarchy of the actors,
dation for a certain building retrofit system is put forward
on detailed building element scale. The main constraints are
only a network in order to build the “image” (Lynch, 1960)
of the site. Closer, on the building layer, there is place for
the goals, the instruments, the benefits and the costs. The
talks between the participants, for example in a neighbourlast step in the decision process is the efficiency evaluation.
hood forum. Details can even request for a workgroup in
After agreeing about the retrofit system a retrofit strategy of
special workshops.
that has to be designed. This ‘implementability’ evaluation
calls for an impact study spanning between quality improveProblem based orientation, differentiation of the actors as
ment, legal frame, potential acceptance and level of action
well as identification and activation of target groups lead to
as constraints and aiming at choosing a site for implementaeducation, which accentuates personal implication and action, a corresponding implementation program and adequate
tion motivation. Within the strategic planning classical plans
resources. On the left side categories of actors and their ways
and traditional organisation structures are not anymore outof acting when dealing with the problem ‘retrofit of existing
going or endpoint of the planning procedure, but elements in
buildings’ can be seen at the same three levels sketched in the
a dynamic process. The plan, which can exercise its power
zooming diagram on the right side. An “image” can be marthrough its integrating vision, is part of the strategy (Fig. 7).
keted to the wide public. This means on urban level setting
landmarks (Lynch, 1960). On building level there are more
5 Discussion
specific views and the accent in marketing actions moves towards the silhouette and the interaction of a certain building
The application to the problem of building retrofit can be cast
with the built context. On the level of a building element reinto the generic framework for multi-criteria decision analylated differences are given by texture and building material.
sis. The data examination means identifying the problems,
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Table 3. Continued.
Type
area

Subdivision level
#1
wall
one side

Typical damages
#2: element
wall
masonry
element

RC shear
wall

#3 : unit
pier
lintel
field
opening
wall pane
pier
lintel

field

other side

floor

one floor

stairs

other floor
flight

floor element
(also out of composite
materials)
stair flight

wall pane
room
balconies
slab

Load bearing
direction

Depend on the geometry of the wall:
h/l > 0,5 – brittle break along one or both diagonals or at the basis at lower
most at transversal walls fail in ground floor
floors of multi-storey buildings
45°, X-shaped rifts
0,5 < h/l < 2 – complex state
partial collapsed facades, brand walls, chimneys
h/l > 2 – horizontal and vertical rifts
where h = wall height and l = wall width.
* light: oblique rifts (ground floor), cut in the shear wall, especially down,
building collapse if of all piers of a storey
concrete spalling, buckling
damaged
* Collapse (rare), if lintels over reinforced
brittle break (esp. * light: horizontal, vertical, X-shaped rifts
lower
floors) * moderate: oblique, X-shaped rifts
sometimes
going * important: destroyed, plastic articulations at ends
over into the floor:
collapse
brittle break at base
* important: 45° rifts
concrete spalling
*collapse: vertical sliding
transversal
reinforcement
* moderate: vertical, horizontal rifts in shear walls
boundary elements
detaching
and adjacent zones
* important: rifts, destructions
* collapse: vertical sliding
multiple rifts of body - vertical at all levels where longitudinal shear walls meet transversal shear walls
- Oblique till 2-3mm: simple at buildings with only one longitudinal shear wall, most often X shaped,
more in „celular“ than in „fagure“ type buildings
- sometimes horizontal and vertical (at reinforcement intersection)
* light: multiple rifts over more storeys (ground floor, 1st floor, mostly oblique rifts at bad execution
other
* important: concrete dislocation, spalling
same as at piers
less rifts in old RC frame buildings
rifts in slabs at lower floors at new RC frame buildings
frequent rifts at pre-cast slabs and cast in situ shear walls
less rifts in old RC frame buildings
less rifts, more at the change of stair flights in old RC frame buildings
rifts lower floors and interaction with middle and short columns at new RC frame buildings
light damage at shear wall buildings: vertical, oblique, X-shaped rifts

ex. insufficient resistance, and opportunities, ex. places for
structural walls, and elaborating a decision tree by the regressive method. The decision model aims to facilitate collaboration between these actors.
A systematic approach, which supposes subdivision
and thus instruments from project management, like the
structure plan, is adequate. It allows for taking into
account the information need of different actors and
making a structure considering elements needed by all:
visual-recognition/elements/local-retrofit-measures. Buildings have been modelled following the criteria of spatial
decision support systems into spatial elements (‘retrofit elements’) which are characteristic for the survey, present
typical damages in case of an earthquake and are decisive
for a better seismic behaviour in case of retrofitting. This
includes identifying the corresponding spatial elements of
buildings, according to the information needs of actors from
different spheres like architects, construction engineers and
economists. A systematic approach cannot replace the concept, but only verify the solution by comparing it to others
(Joedicke, 1976). Therefore, using such an approach is suitable from the step of decision on, as employed here, and not
in earlier planning phases. But a systematic approach builds
a very good basis for discussion and argumentation, as in
multi-criteria and multi-actor decisions, and contributes thus
to a good communication in the risk-management process.
Since the degrees of participation achieved along time shall
be seen as levels, not phases (Bostenaru, 2004), the strategic
planning system proposed can be cast into a frame featuring
various participative approaches at relevant levels in deciding
about building retrofit: urban, zonal and building levels.
The interests of four different actors or actor categories
can be taken into account in the environment supported by
Richter for the costs-efficiency method. These were derived

horizontal
elements

oblique
elements

by regression. However, this way important categories like
‘building officials’, or ‘seismologist’ are not taken into account. The limitation on the number of actors and criteria is a deficit of the environment, but the efficiency view
overcomes a difficulty, existing in related approaches, to find
similar units of measure for each criterion. An alternative
to consider more actors while decreasing the number of levels on which criteria are deducted was investigated as well.
Richter’s costs-efficiency-analysis method was developed to
support choice among options in planning new buildings.
Strassert’s (1996) method was developed to respond to problems in regional planning. In case of the “balancing method”
(Strassert, 1996) a limitation through the size of the problem occurred, too. Although computer support was developed for this method, this has not been available to the author. A great flexibility is provided with this method in measuring possibilities of the criteria, various scales being allowed and the values being taken as-it-is into the subsequent
steps. But the number of criteria contained in the decision
tree was overwhelming compared to the possibilities of the
method. Therefore interactivity between the decision makers and computer, as investigated by Malczewski (1999) is
recommended for the successful application. Advantages of
programming the decision support in multimedia include the
possibility of combining factual data with visual data and the
possibility to adjust to a variable number of criteria and situations. A problem encountered when choosing the decision
rule was a scale one: if the buildings to be retrofitted should
be selected from a certain type or from a certain zone. The
possibility to make the choice typologically and not zonebased was investigated. While pure regional planning supported decision works with urban areas as entities, this approach allows working with groups of buildings of similar types spread in different areas. Computer support can
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a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Fig. 7. Steps in strategical planning for an urban zone: 1) Assigning problems (red) and opportunities (green) for the larger urban zone
(a); 2) Concentrating on the potentials (opportunities only) of the closer zone, from the point of view of perception (b); 3) Performing a
classic urban study for the zone (c). There is no integrating concept; 4) Highlighting potentials through the filter of urban zonification (d);
5) Vision of a future development (e); 6) Regulatory urban plan of the future development (f) integrating the vision (e) besides site analysis
(c). Symbols as described in Lynch (1960) in (a) and (b); colours symbols in (d) and (e) for: valuable building stock (orange), streets with
character (black), zone boundaries (red), landmarks (blue), vegetation (green), special buildings (magenta); zone rendering in (c) and (f):
housing (yellow), educational (dark blue), sanitary (light blue), commercial (red), mixed (orange), recreation (green), and special (magenta).

appropriately take into account such a type of options. For
this purpose an adaptation of the “Pattern language” (Alexander et al., 1977) principle to the type of data in the World
Housing Encyclopedia (EERI, 2004) is suitable. The building typologies considered in impact assessment are the same
ones over which reports for the Encyclopedia are compiled.
Decision support shall rely in this case on the possibilities of
hypertext and internet. An expert system is thus transformed
into a multi criteria decision model.

6

Conclusions

Developing a decentralised decision model, encompassing all actors involved in the implementation strategy
of a retrofit measure, from different backgrounds: geophysics/engineering seismology, (structural) engineering, architecture, economy (investment efficiency) and sociology
(consideration of user issues) is an objective for which interdisciplinary aspects are of importance. Seeking for ways
of solving contradictions between the objectives of single actors in the retrofit implementation strategy, not only through
choice, but also through the customisation of an adequate
decision system implies multidisciplinary aspects. The comprehensibility of the retrofit measures is highlighted through
inclusion into an integral planning scheme near the flow in
the physical implementation of the retrofit system also of a
flow for the education of the population which has to support

the measures (Bostenaru, 2004). This is especially important in the so-called second phase of strategic implementation, when the application of the measure has to spread from
pilot or demonstrative projects to “routine” wide ones. Integral planning means here the development of a framework
in which conformation, engineering and economic aspects
are equally regarded from incipient phases of reconversion
projects. The nature of the problem stated needs a decision
model based on which actors involved in the implementation of a retrofit measure can interact. In this paper it was
also presented how to implement such decisions in a strategic way. Different levels of intervention and different instruments used for strategic planning respond to the needs of
actors from several categories, which participate in the decision process. The decision doesn’t take place anymore on
one stage, before implementation, but accompanies it, thus
becoming the model of a decision process.
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Fig. 8. Problems and opportunities aggravating/strengthening each other between criteria set by different or the same decision maker (marked
by coloured arrows). The criteria are structured in a goal tree, and weights are assigned on both ‘coarse’ and ‘fine’ criterion grids (a grid levels
hierarchy was shown in Fig. 4). From top to bottom the hierarchy of criteria corresponds for each actor to different levels of investigation (as
it will be visualised in Fig. 9).
costs-efficiency-analysis models were employed in this research
(see http://www.poeb.uni-karlsruhe.de/ for contact details from
where documentation could be obtained).
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